this week as a team

This week as a team we wanted to start into wap development. due to some misunderstood about subject we asked for a help from Güven Fidan in conference that he made in ceng491 course. Also to encourage Serdar to participation our project we suggested him to look at wap.

next week as a team

As a team we are going to get into wap, solve some problems related to solr. we are also planning to have work together 3 times at the end the week.

Ruslan Abdulla

This week I with Buğra I prepared some question answer pair to examine validity of solr. As a result we saw that it is able to find words in complete but not in some characters corresponding. we made some discussions on it.

Serdar Saygılı

This week I analyze our current situation because of I lose my interest to the school for the last few weeks. For now on I am going to participate group meetings and common meetings. I also start to learn about WAP.

M. Arif Uğurel

There was some problems related to jabber while connecting to the expert. I fixed it and with giving task to Serdar I started to look at Wap.

Buğra Hasbek

Since solr was not able to find word in parts, that is it is not able to find substrings of words, I started to write java codes to come up with this problem.